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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is devoted to the class of finite p-groups with the property
that every nontrivial coset of the commutator subgroup consists of conju-
w xgate elements. This class, introduced by Camina C , has been studied by
w x w x w x w xMacdonald, Mann, and Scoppola Mc1 , Mc2 , M , MS , and also, in the
w x w xcase of class 2, by Beisiegel and Verardi Be , V under the name of
semiextraspecial p-groups. Our main result here shows that the nilpotency
class of such a group is bounded by three. On the way, we will also obtain
a number of structural properties of these groups. Results from the papers
of Mcdonald, Mann, and Scoppola mentioned above will be stated without
proof.
w xIt should be noted that the sketch of proof given for Lemma 2.1 in Mc2
does not appear to be conclusive. Not much of the literature seems to be
w xaffected by this possible gap, and those few results, in MS , that are
affected, are in fact superseded by our results here. The best result that we
w xcan prove in the direction of Lemma 2.1 in Mc2 is Lemma 5 below.
DEFINITION. A Camina kernel in a group G is a proper normal sub-
group K which satisfies the following equivalent conditions:
 . w x 4a g, x : x g G = K for all g g G y K ;
 .  x 4b g : x g G = gK for all g g G y K ;
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 .  x 4  . x 4 < <c a g : x g G s a gK : x g G ? K for all g g G y K ;
 . <  . < <  . <d C g s C gK for all g g G y K.G G r K
 .We write G and z G , respectively, for the r th term of the lower andr r
p  p :upper central series of a group G, and we put G s g : g g G . If
 .  w x 4K eG and g g G, we define C g mod K s x g G : g, x g K .G
w xLEMMA 1 Mc1, Sect. 2 . Suppose that G is a finite p-group of class c, and
K is a Camina kernel in G.
 .i If N eG and N F K, then KrN is a Camina kernel in GrN.
 . w  .xii MS, 1.1 ii Con¨ersely suppose that H, N eG with N F H, and
w x 4that HrN is a Camina kernel in GrN. If g, x : x g G = N for all
g g G y H, then H is a Camina kernel in G.
 .  .  .iii If K / 1, then K G z G . Hence K s z G s G for1 cq1yr r
some r.
 .  . p  . piv z G F z G for all i G c q 1 y r, and G F G for alli iy1 iy1 i
i G r.
We say that G is a Camina group if G9 is a Camina kernel in G. Our
main result is as follows:
THEOREM. If G is a finite Camina p-group, then G s 1.4
w x w  .xAs a corollary we get, by CM, 3.6 , CMS, Theorem 3 4 , the following
result:
COROLLARY. Let G be a finite group with a Camina kernel K, and let
GrK be an Abelian p-group. If G is itself neither a p-group nor a Frobenius
group with Frobenius kernel K, then p s 2, G is a Frobenius group with
 .Frobenius complement isomorphic to Q the quaternion group of order 8 ,8
and K is a subgroup of index 4.
The theorem is proved in Section 3, with one of the ingredients a result
 .about Lie algebras Proposition C below which may be of independent
interest. In Section 2 we study certain Camina p-groups of class 2,
emphasising their connections with non-associative algebras, and using the
w xmethods of Jonah and Konvisser JK to reprove some of the results of
Verardi. In Section 4 we describe a construction using associative algebras,
which is suggested by the earlier arguments, and which enables us to
exhibit Camina p-groups of class 3.
2. CAMINA p-GROUPS OF CLASS 2
w xLEMMA 2 Mc1, Sect. 3 . Suppose that G is a Camina p-group of class 2.
 . < <  .i If G9 s p, then the skew-symmetric biadditive map GrG9 =
 .GrG9 ª G9 induced by commutation is non-singular. Hence the dimen-
sion of GrG9 is even.
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 .ii If U, V are vector spaces over the prime field F , with a skew-p
symmetric biadditive map U = U ª V such that, for every subspace W of
codimension 1 in V, the induced map U = U ª VrW is non-singular,
1 2n n< < < <then dim V F dim U. It follows that if GrG9 s p , then G9 F p .2
In this section, we first establish some notation by presenting the
w xstandard example Be of a Camina group of class 2, except that we follow
w xJonah and Konvisser JK by allowing the algebra involved to be non-
associative. We then show how the ideas of Jonah and Konvisser can be
w xused to reprove some of the results of Verardi V . For the convenience of
the reader, we then give abbreviated proofs of those results of Verardi
which seem most relevant to the theory of Camina p-groups Proposition
.A below .
EXAMPLE. By an algebra we shall mean an elementary Abelian p-group
 .written additively, with a product ab which is biadditive i.e., distributive ,
 .but need not be associative. Let F be such an algebra, and let a, b, c
denote the 3 = 3 unitriangular matrix
1
.a 1 /c b 1
 . 4Then the set G s G s a, b, c : a, b, c g F is a group, withF
a, b , c ? x , y , z s a q x , b q y , c q z q bx . 1 .  .  .  .
 .y1  .Moreover a, b, c s ya, yb, yc q ba , and
a, b , c , x , y , z s 0, 0, bx y ya , .  .  .
so
C a, b , c s x , y , z g G : bx s ya . 2 4 .  .  .G
We define the additive maps L , R : F ª F bya a
L x s ax , R x s xa x g F , .  .  .a a
and we say that F is a di¨ ision algebra if it satisfies the following
equivalent conditions:
 .a ab / 0 for all non-zero elements a and b.
 .b L is non-singular for all a / 0;a
 .g R is non-singular for all a / 0.a
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 .In this case it follows from 2 that
¡ y1x , R L x , z : x , z g F when a / 0, . 4 .a b~C a, b , c s . x , y , z : bx s 0 4 .G ¢ s 0, y , z : y , z g F when a s 0 and b / 0. 4 .
2 n  .These centralisers have order p , so the derived group G9 s 0, 0, z :
4  .z g F satisfies condition d of the definition above, and is therefore a
Camina kernel in G.
In Proposition A we shall show that this example is typical of certain
Camina p-groups; as indicated below, the results are due to Verardi, and
the methods of proof are inspired by Jonah and Konvisser. We begin by
recording the following remark, which motivates some of our later argu-
wments, and which is related to a result of Jonah and Konvisser JK,
xTheorem 1 .
 .LEMMA 3. Suppose that G is a p-group with G9 F H F z G , and let1
A, B be additi¨ e groups isomorphic to GrH, H, respecti¨ ely. If G p s 1, then
there is a biadditi¨ e map J: A = A ª B such that G can be identified with the
 .set of pairs a, b g A = B, and
a, b ? x , y s a q x , b q y q J a, x . .  .  . .
< < m < < nProof. If A s p and B s p , then we can identify elements a g A
 . m  . nand b g B with vectors a , . . . , a g F and b , . . . , b g F , respec-1 m p 1 n p
 4  4tively, where F is the field of order p. Let g , . . . , g and h , . . . , h bep 1 m 1 n
bases of G modulo H and of H, and define a function P: A ª G and an
isomorphism Q: B ª H by
P a , . . . , a s g a1 . . . g am , Q b , . . . , b s h b1 . . . , h bn . .  .1 m 1 m 1 n 1 n
w x n l i jrSuppose also that g , g s  h . Taking another element x si j rs1 r
 . pj , . . . , j g A, and using the fact that G s 1, we have1 m
a ja a j j a qj a qj i j1 m 1 m 1 1 m m w xP a P x s g . . . g ? g . . . g s g . . . g g , g .  . 1 m 1 m 1 m i j
i)j
n
a qj a qj  l a j1 1 m m i) j i jr i js g . . . g h s P a q x QJ a, x , .  .1 m r
rs1
 . where J: A = A ª B is defined by J a, x s  l a j , . . . ,i) j i j1 i j
.  . l a j , and is therefore biadditive. Identifying the pair a, b g Ai) j i jn i j
 .  .= B with the element P a Q b g G, we deduce that
a, b ? x , y s P a Q b P x Q y s P a q x QJ a, x Q b Q y .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
s a q x , b q y q J a, x , . .
as required. Q.E.D.
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PROPOSITION A. Suppose that G is a Camina p-group of class 2 with
< < 2 n < < nGrG9 s p and G9 s p .
 . w x 2 ni V, p. 136 If G has at least one Abelian subgroup of order p ,
then there is a di¨ ision algebra F, which has an identity 1 but need not be
associati¨ e, and there is a skew-symmetric biadditi¨ e map J: F = F ª F,
 .such that the elements of G can be identified with triples a, b, c g F = F =
F, and
a, b , c , x , y , z s 0, 0, bx y ya q J b , y . 3 .  .  .  . .
If further G p s 1, then there is a biadditi¨ e map J: F = F ª F such that
a, b , c ? x , y , z s a q x , b q y , c q z q bx q J b , y . 4 .  .  .  . .
 . w x 2 nii V, 3.1 If G has at least two Abelian subgroups of order p , then
p .3 holds with J s 0. If further G s 1, then G ( G .F
 . w x w xiii JK, Theorem 5 , V, 3.14, 5.8 If G has at least three Abelian
subgroups of order p2 n, then we can take F to be commutati¨ e. In this case the
2 n < <number of Abelian subgroups of order p in G is 1 q N , where
N s b g F : xb y s x by for all x , y g F 4 .  .
w x < < r <is the middle nucleus of F Br, III.2 . Here N s p with r n.
Proof.
 . 2 ni Let A be an Abelian subgroup of order p ; if a g A y G9,
 .  .then it follows from the Camina property d that A s C a G G9.G
 .Moreover GrG9 and G9 are elementary Abelian by Lemma 1 iv , so we
can choose another subgroup B of order p2 n such that A l B s G9.
We take an elementary additive group F of order pn, with functions
P: F ª A, Q: F ª B whose composites with the natural maps onto
ArG9, BrG9 are isomorphisms, and also an isomorphism T : F ª G9. We
 .define the product ba in F so making F an algebra , and the skew-
symmetric biadditive map J: F = F ª F, by the equations
T ba s Q b , P a , TJ b , y s Q b , Q y . .  .  .  .  .  .
 .Since A l B s G9, the map F = F = F ª G identifying a, b, c with
 .  .  .P a Q b T c is a bijection. Now
a, b , c , x , y , z s P a Q b T c , P x Q y T z .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
s P a Q b , P x Q y .  .  .  .
s P a , Q y Q b , P x Q b , Q y .  .  .  .  .  .
y1s T ya T bx TJ b , y .  .  .
s 0, 0, bx y ya q J b , y . .
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 .  .  . 4so 3 holds. It follows that C a, 0, 0 s x, y, z : ya s 0 . If a / 0, thenG
 . 4this centralizer must be A s x, 0, z : x, z g F , which implies that R isa
 .non-singular. Thus F satisfies condition g above, and is therefore a
division algebra. The fact that every division algebra is isotopic to a
w  .xdivision algebra with an identity 1 Br, III.1 1.2 means that we can choose
the maps P, Q so that F has an identity.
If G p s 1, then there is an elementary Abelian subgroup A* such that
A s A* = G9, and we can take P to be an isomorphism F ª A*, so
 .  .  .P a P x s P a q x . Moreover, it follows from Lemma 3 that there is a
 .  .  .  .biadditive map J: F = F ª F such that Q b Q y s Q b q y TJ b, y .
Hence
a, b , c ? x , Y , z s P a Q b T c P x Q y T z .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
s P a P x Q b Q b , P x T c Q y T z .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
s P a P x Q b Q y T c T z Q b , P x .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
s P a q x Q b q y TJ b , y T c q z T bx .  .  .  .  .
s a q x , b q y , c q z q bx q J b , y . .
 .so 4 holds.
 . 2 nii If A, B are distinct Abelian subgroups of order p , then
A l B s G9 by the Camina property, and the above calculations show that
p .3 holds with J s 0. If further G s 1, then there is an elementary
Abelian subgroup B* such that B s B* = G9, and we can take Q to be an
 .  .isomorphism F ª B*. In this case J s 0, and 4 becomes the same as 1 ,
so G ( G .F
 . wiii In the group considered by Jonah and Konvisser JK, Theorem
1x  .5 , p is odd, so they can introduce a factor in 1 , and in the correspond-2
 .ing commutator formula, but the centraliser 2 is still the same. As we
p  .have also seen, the hypothesis that G s 1 which they assume is not
 .  .needed for 2 , and their argument can therefore be used to prove iii .
Q.E.D.
Remark. It follows that if G is a Camina p-group of class 2 with
< < 2 n < < nGrG9 s p and G9 s p , then the number of Abelian subgroups of
2 n r < w xorder p is 0 or 1 or 2 or 1 q p with r n. Verardi V, pp. 147]150 has
constructed examples in which this number is 0 or 1, while groups with two
wsuch Abelian subgroups have been found by Jonah and Konvisser JK,
x w xTheorem 7 , and by Heineken H .
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3. THERE ARE NO CAMINA p-GROUPS OF CLASS 4
< <LEMMA 4. Suppose that G is a Camina p-group of class 3 with GrG9 s
p2 n.
 . w x < < ni Mc1, 5.2 G9rG s p .3
 . w x pii M, Sect. 1 G F G . Hence p is odd.3
 . w x < <  .iii Mc1, 5.2 If G s p and A s C G9 , then ArG is abelian of3 G 3
2 n  .  .order p , and the skew-symmetric biadditi¨ e map ArG9 = ArG9 ª G3
induced by commutation is non-singular. Hence n is e¨en.
 . w  .x < < n w xiv MS, 1.3 v If G s p , b g G y G9 with G9, b s G , and3 3
 . 2 nB s C b mod G , then BrG is Abelian of order p .G 3 3
 . w  .x < < nv MS, 1.3 vi If G s p , then GrG ( G , where F is the field3 3 F
of order pn.
 .  .  .Remark. It follows from iii and iv that C x mod G rG is AbelianG 3 3
 .  .for all x g G y G9. Moreover GrG has exponent p by ii , so v is a3
 .consequence of Proposition A iii . We observe also that if G is any
 .  .Camina p-group of class 3, then iii shows that Proposition A i applies to
GrG .3
< < 3n r2LEMMA 5. If G is a Camina p-group of class 3, then G - p .3
w xProof. Suppose first that a g G y G9, and note that G9 s a, G by
the Camina property; moreover since G has class 3, the Jacobi identity can
w xw xw xbe written in the form x, y, z y, z, x z, x, y s 1. It follows that if
 . w x w xA s C a mod G and b g A y G9, then G9, a s b, G, a sG 3
w xw x w x w x w x w x w xG, a, b a, b, G s G, a, b s G9, b , so G9, A s G9, a . But G9, a is
the image of the map G9rG ª G induced by commutating with a, and3 3
therefore
nw x w xG9, A s G9, a F G9rG s p .3
< < nIt follows that if G ) p , then there are subgroups N of index p in G3 3
w x  . < < 2 nsuch that N G G9, A , and so A F C G9 mod N . But ArG s p byG 3
 .the Camina property, whence A is as in Lemma 4 iii , and the map
 .  .ArG9 = ArG9 ª G rN induced by commutation is non-singular for3
< < n  .all such subgroups N. Since ArG9 s p , we deduce from Lemma 2 ii
< w x < n r2that G r G9, A F p . Therefore3
n r2 n 3n r2< < w x w xG s G r G9, A ? G9, A F p ? p s p .3 3
<  . < < <To get the strict inequality, take c g G9 y G ; then G : C c F G F3 G 3
3n r2  .p , and so we can choose a g C c y G9. For this element a we haveG
<w x < <  : < ny1 < < n r2 ny1 3n r2G9, a F G9r G , c s p , whence G F p ? p - p .3 3
Q.E.D.
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w xPROPOSITION B MS, 1.5 . If G is a metabelian Camina p-group, then
G s 1.4
Proof. The argument given by Mann and Scoppola appeals to the
< < ninequality G rG F p , which does not seem to have been proved conclu-3 4
sively, as we mentioned in Section 1. However, the same proof works if we
< < 3n r2use instead the bound G rG - p given by Lemma 5. Q.E.D.3 4
w  .xLEMMA 6 MS, 2.1 i . If G is a Camina p-group of class 4 with
< < 2 n < < nGrG9 s p , then G rG G p .3 4
< < nProof. Here again Mann and Scoppola state that G rG s p , since3 4
< < nthey are assuming that G rG F p , but what their argument proves is3 4
Lemma 6. Q.E.D.
We shall prove our main theorem by combining Proposition B with the
 .following result about Lie algebras. Let f k be the free k-generator Lie
algebra over the field F of order p, and let a r denote the r th term of thep
lower central series of a Lie algebra a.
PROPOSITION C. Let F be a finite field of characteristic p, and put
 .h s f k m F, where the tensor product is o¨er F , and h is regarded as anp
algebra o¨er F . If g s [ g is a graded Lie algebra o¨er F such that gp r p 1r G1
generates g , and if grg 3 ( hrh 3, then g is a quotient of h.
The main part of the proof of Proposition C is carried out in Lemma 8
below, which depends on the following well known fact from the theory of
fields.
w xLEMMA 7 J, I.16, Exercise 2 . If F is a separable field extension of F,
with finite degree n, and if E is the normal closure of F o¨er F, then there is
an E-algebra isomorphism
F m E ( E [ E [ ??? [ E,F
where the right hand side has n direct summands.
 .  .With the notation of Proposition C, f k s [ f k is a graded Lierr G1
 .  .algebra, where dim f k s k and f k is spanned by the Lie products of1 r
 .degree r in the elements of f k . Hence h s [h is also graded, with1 r
 .  .h s f k m F r G 1 and dim h s nk, so we can choose a graded epi-r r 1
 .morphism n : f nk ª h. Put n s Ker n , and note that n s [n isr
 .  .graded, with n s n l f nk r G 1 .r r
LEMMA 8. The kernel n is generated as an ideal by n .2
 .Proof. Let n* be the ideal of f nk generated by n , and put2
h* s f nk rn*. .
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U U  . UThen n* s [n is a graded ideal with n s n* l f nk , so h* s [hr r r r
U  . Uis also graded with h s f nk rn . It follows that n induces a gradedr r r
epimorphism n*: h* ª h , and it suffices to prove that n* is an isomor-
U  .phism; we shall do this by showing that dim h F dim h r G 1 . For thisr r
purpose we take
k s h* m F ,
where the tensor product is over F , but k is regarded as a Lie algebra overp
F, and we note that k s [k with k s hU m F. Then dim hU s dim k ,r r r F r F rp
 .  .while dim h s dim f k m F s n dim f k , so it suffices to showF r F r F rp p p
that
dim k F n dim f k r G 1 . .  .F r F rp
3For any Lie algebra a , it is convenient to write a s ara . Note that if
ra s [a is graded and generated by a , then a s [ a and a ( ar 1 i 1iG r
[ a . It follows from the definition of h* that h*( h ( f k m F. Now F .2
is a normal separable field extension of F , so Lemma 7 shows thatp
F m F ( F [ F [ ??? [ F, and there are Lie algebra isomorphisms
k ( h* m F ( f k m F m F ( f k m F m F .  .  . .
( f k m F [ ??? [ f k m F s h [ ??? [ h , .  . .  . F F
 .where h s [ h is the same as h , but regarded as an algebra over FF r F
 .  .instead of F . This means that for r s 1, 2 we have k s k 1 [ k 2p r r r
 .  .  .  .[ ??? [ k n with k i ( h 1 F i F n , and further if i / j thenr r r F
w  .  .xk i , k j s 0 in k . It follows that any Lie product with components1 1 2
 .  .from both k i and k j is 0 in k , which implies that for all r G 1,1 1
 .  .  .  .k s k 1 q k 2 q ??? qk n , where k i is spanned by the Lie productsr r r r r
 . n  .of degree r in the elements of k i . Thus dim k F  dim k i . But1 F r is1 F r
 .h is the free k-generator Lie algebra over F, so the ismorphism h (F 1 F
 .  .  .k i determines an epimorphism h ª [ k i , whence dim k i F1 F r F rr G1
 .  .  .dim h y dim f k , and therefore dim k F n dim f k , as re-F r F F r F r F rp p
quired. Q.E.D.
Proof of Proposition C. As above there is a graded epimorphism n :
 .  . 3 3f nk ª h , which induces an epimorphism f nk ª hrh ( grg ; since
 .  .f nk is free, this in turn is induced by a graded epimorphism m: f nk ª g.
 .Let m , n be the kernels of m, n , respectively, and put m s m l f nk ,r r
 .n s n l f nk . It follows from the construction of m that m s n ; butr r 2 2
 .n generates n by Lemma 8, and therefore m G n. Hence g s f nk rm2
 .is a quotient of h s f nk rn. Q.E.D.
 .Proof of the Theorem. Suppose that G / 1; because of Lemma 1 i we4
 .may suppose that G s 1. By Lemmas 6 and 4 v there is a finite field F5
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 .such that GrG ( G . Take h s f 2 m F as above, and let g be the Lie3 F
w xalgebra of G HB, VIII, Sect. 9 . It is not hard to see that the Lie algebra
of G ishrh 3, whence grg 3 ( hrh 3, so Proposition C implies that g is aF
 .  .5 5quotient of h. But f 2 rf 2 is metabelian, and therefore hrh is also
5  .metabelian. Since g s 0 because G s 1 , we conclude that g is a5
w x w xmetabelian Lie algebra. Thus g , g s 0 in g , whence G9, G9 F G .2 2 4 5
But G s 1, so this means that G is a metabelian group, and it follows5
from Proposition B that G s 1. Q.E.D.4
4. CAMINA p-GROUPS OF CLASS 3
The above proof suggests the following construction for Camina p-groups
of class 3. Let F be the finite field of order pn, where p is odd and n is
even, and let F be the free 2-generator associative non-commutative
algebra over F, with generators X and Y. Let N be the ideal of F
generated by X 2, Y 2 and by all products of degree 4 in X and Y, and take
E s FrN .
We identify elements of F with their images in E ; then
 41, X, Y, XY, YX, XYX, YXY is a basis of E over F, and the linear
combinations such that the coefficient of 1 is non-zero form a multiplica-
 .tive subgroup of E. Let a, b, c, d, e denote the element
1 q aX q bY q ab y c XY q cYX q dXYX q eYXY . .
 . 4Then the set J s a, b, c, d, e : a, b, c, d, e g F is a group with
a, b , c, d , e ? x , y , z , u , ¨ s a q x , b q y , c q z q bx , d q u q az .  . 
q ab y c x , e q ¨ q cy q b xy y z . .  . .
 .y1  .Moreover a, b, c, d, e s ya, yb, yc q ab, yd, ye and
2a, b , c, d, e , x , y , z , u , ¨ s 0, 0, bx y ay , 2 az y 2cx q a y .  . 
ybx2 , 2 c y ab y y 2b z y xy y ay2 q b2 x . .  . .
In particular
2 20, b , 0, 0, 0 , x , 0, 0, 0, 0 s 0, 0, bx , ybx , b x , .  .  .
0, 0, c, 0, 0 , x , 0, 0, 0, 0 s 0, 0, 0, y2cx , 0 , .  .  .
0, 0, c, 0, 0 , 0, y , 0, 0, 0 s 0, 0, 0, 0, 2cy . .  .  .
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Using E to denote the subspace spanned by the products of degree r in Xr
 .  .and Y r s 0, 1, 2, 3 , we see that J ( E since 2 / 0 in F , J9rJ is3 3 p 3
isomorphic to the 1-dimensional F-subspace of E spanned by the Lie2
element XY y YX, and JrJ9 ( E . Moreover J is nilpotent of class 3,1
4  .and the Lie algebra of J is ismorphic to hrh , where h s f 2 m F as in
Section 3.
The group J is not a Camina group, but we shall show that we can
obtain Camina groups by making two modifications to this construction.
First, we note that E s E [ E [ E [ E , and we take D s E [ E [0 1 2 3 0 1
E [ D, where D is an elementary additive group of order less than or2
equal to p2 n, with an epimorphism E ª D; then there are additive maps3
S, T : F ª D whose images span D, such that the epimorphism sends
dXYX q eYXY ¬ S d q T e . .  .
The second modification is to take biadditive maps H, K, L: F = F ª D,
and to define an associative product in D by taking
aX q bY ? xX q yY s ayXY q bxYX q H a, x q K b , y q L b , x , .  .  .  .  .
while the other products are induced by those in E:
aX q bY ? xXY q yYX q w s S ay q T bx , .  .  .  .
aXY q bYX q d ? xX q yY s S ax q T by .  .  .  .
when a, b, x, y g F and d, w g D; note that D is an algebra over F butp
 .not necessarily over F. Let a, b, c, d g F = F = F = D denote the ele-
ment
1 q aX q bY q ab y c XY q cYX q d. .
 . 4Then the set D s D s a, b, c, d : a, b, c g F, d g D is a group withF
a, b , c, d ? x , y , z , w s a q x , b q y , c q z q bx , d q w .  . 
qS az q ab y c x q T cy q b xy y z .  . .  .
qH a, x q K b , y q L b , x , 5 .  .  .  ..
and
a, b , c, d , x , y , z , w .  .
s 0, 0, bx y ay , S 2 az y 2cx q a2 y y bx2 .
qT 2 c y ab y y 2b z y xy y ay2 q b2 x .  . .
qH a, x q K b , y q L b , x y L y , a , 6 .  .  .  .  ..
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 .where H, K : F = F ª D are the skew-symmetric biadditive maps H a, x
 .  .  .  .  .s H a, x y H x, a , K b, y s K b, y y K y, b . In fact D is a group of
class 3 with DrD9 ( JrJ9 ( F [ F, D9rD ( J9rJ ( F, and D ( D;3 3 3
moreover if g is the Lie algebra of D then grg 3 ( hrh 3.
Remark. It can be shown, by using Proposition C and elaborating the
 . proofs of Lemma 3 and Proposition A i inspired by Mann and Scoppola
w x.MS, 2.11 , that if G is any group of class 3 such that GrG ( G , then we3 F
can choose a group D and maps H, K, L, S, T such that the elements of G
 .can be identified with quadruples a, b, c, d g F = F = F = D, and the
 . pcommutator relation 6 holds; if further G s 1, then we can arrange for
 .the product relation 5 to hold, so G ( D . We omit the details, but weF
 .remark that because of Lemma 4 v , these facts can be used to show that
the criterion in Proposition D below is necessary as well as sufficient for
< < 2 n < < nthe existence of a Camina p-group G with GrG9 s p and G G p . In3
particular our product formula can be put in the same form as the one
w xobtained by Mann and Scoppola MS, 2.11 by taking D s F, H s K s 0,
T to be the identity map, and by replacing L, S by y2 L, yT , respectively,
 .and identifying the element which they denote by a, b, c, d with
1 q aX 1 q bY 1 y cXY q cYX 1 q 2 d .  .  .  .
s 1 q aX q bY q ab y c XY q cYX q 2 d y T ac y bc. .  .
< <LEMMA 9. With the abo¨e notation, suppose that D s p, and choose an
identification of D with F . Let P: F ª F be the trace map defined byp p
 . ny1 p iP x s  x . Then there are elements s, t g F such that the additi¨ eis0
maps S, T : F ª D are gi¨ en by
S x s P sx , T x s P tx . .  .  .  .
Choosing a basis of F as a ¨ector space o¨er F , let H, K, L and R , R be thep s t
n = n matrices o¨er F corresponding to the biadditi¨ e maps H, K, L: F = Fp
 .  .ª D, and to the additi¨ e maps R , R : F ª F gi¨ en by R x s xs, R x ss t s t
xt. Take
H yL9 R RM s , U s , 7 .t s . /L K
 .where the dash denotes matrix transposition. If det UMU9 / 0, then D is a
Camina group.
 .  .Proof. As in Lemma 4 iii , put A s C D9 , and consider the biadditiveD
map
J : ArD9 = ArD9 ª D s D .  . 3
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 .induced by commutation. The product formula 5 shows that DrD3
 .satisfies 1 , and is therefore isomorphic to the group G of Section 2, which
 .is a Camina group. It follows from Lemma 1 ii that D is a Camina group
w x 4if and only if a, x : x g D = D for all elements a g D y D9. But3
w xif a g D y A, then a, D9 s D so the condition is satisfied, while if3
 w x 4  .a g A y D9, then x g D : a, x g D s C a mod D , which is equal to3 D 3
 .A by Lemma 4 iii . We deduce that D is a Camina group if and only if J is
non-singular, and we shall prove the lemma by showing that the construc-
tion of D can be carried out in such a way that UMU9 is the matrix of J
with respect to a suitable basis. We begin by finding A.
It follows from the theory of fields that every additive map F ª F canp
 . w xbe written in the form x ¬ P sx for some s g F LN, 2.24 . As in the
statement of the lemma, let s, t be the elements of F corresponding to the
 .maps S, T. Using them in the commutator formula 6 we get
a, b , u , ¨ , 0, 0, z , w s 0, 0, 0, S 2 az y T 2bz .  .  .  . .
s 0, 0, 0, P 2 z as y bt . . . .
 .   ..Thus a, b, u, ¨ g A if and only if P 2 z as y bt s 0 for all z g F,
which holds only when as y bt s 0. But A - D, whence s, t cannot both
be 0, and it follows that
A s tx , sx , u , ¨ : x , u g F , ¨ g D . 4 .
 .Again using the commutator formula 6 , we have
tx , sx , 0, 0 , ty , sy , 0, 0 .  .
s 0, 0, 0, S st 2 x 2 y y st 2 xy2 .
qT y2 s2 tx 2 y q 2 s2 txy2 y s2 txy2 q s2 tx 2 y .
qH xt , yt q K xs, ys q L xs, yt y L ys, xt .  .  .  . .
s 0, 0, 0, H R x , R y q K R x , R y .  .  .  . .  . t t s t
qL R x , R y y L R y , R x . .  .  .  . .  . .s t s t
This means that if the matrices H, K, L, R , and R are as in the statements t
of the lemma, while x, y denote the cosets in ArD9 containing
 .  .tx, sx, 0, 0 , ty, sy, 0, 0 and x, y are the n-dimensional row vectors over Fp
corresponding to x, y g F, respectively, then
X X X XJ x , y s xR HR y9 q xR KR y9 q xR LR y9 y xR L9R y9 s xUMU9y9, . t t s s s t t s
 .where M, U are defined by 7 . Thus D is a Camina group if and only if the
skew-symmetric matrix UMU9 is non-singular. Q.E.D.
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PROPOSITION D. Suppose that p is an odd prime number, and m, n are
positi¨ e integers, with n e¨en. Let M be a 2n = 2n skew-symmetric matrix,
whose entries are homogeneous linear polynomials o¨er F in m ¨ariablesp
x , . . . , x , and let s , . . . , s and t , . . . , t be elements of the field F of order1 m 1 m 1 m
pn. Choosing a basis of F as a ¨ector space o¨er F , let R , R be thep s ti i
 .matrices corresponding to the linear maps R , R : F ª F gi¨ en by R x ss t si i i
 .  .xs , R x s xt x g F , and takei t ii
m m
R s R x , R s R x , U s R R . . s s i t t i t si i
is1 is1
 .If det UMU9 / 0 or all ¨alues x , . . . , x in F other than x s ??? s x s1 m p 1 m
< < 2 n < < m0, then there is a Camina p-group D with DrD9 s p and D s p .3
Proof. If the group D constructed above is not a Camina group, then
the argument at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 9 shows that there
w  .xmust be an element a g D y D9 such that a, C a mod D - D , and soD 3 3
we can find a subgroup N of index p in D such that DrN is not a3
Camina group. Thus a necessary and sufficient condition for D to be a
Camina group is that DrN be a Camina group for all subgroups N of
index p in D . By Lemma 9, this is equivalent to the condition that the3
 .matrix UMU9 given by 7 be non-singular whenever the matrices
H, K, L, R , R are induced by a non-zero projection D ª F .s t p
 4Let d , . . . , d be a basis of D as a vector space over F and let1 m p
 4d , . . . ,d be the dual basis, consisting of the additive maps d : D ª F1 m i p
defined by
1 if i s j,
d d s .i j  0 if i / j.
Suppose that the maps H, K, L: F = F ª D and S, T : F ª D have their
projections d H, d K, d L: F = F ª F and d S, d T : F ª F determinedi i i p i i p
as in Lemma 9 by n = n matrices H , K , L over F and elementsi i i p
s , t g F. Any projection D ª F is a linear combination d x , and thei i p i i
induced matrices are given by
H s H x , K s K x , L s L x , R s R x ,   i i i i i i s s ii
R s R x . 8 .t t ii
 .Thus the entries of the matrices M, U defined by 7 are homogeneous
linear polynomials in the variables x , . . . , x , and the corresponding1 m
matrices in the criterion of Lemma 9 are obtained by assigning values
x , . . . , x in F , other than x s ??? s x s 0, and so the result follows1 m p 1 m
from Lemma 9. Q.E.D.
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EXAMPLE. We now use these ideas to obtain a Camina p-group D with
< < 2 n < < n w xDrD9 s p and D s p , similar to one found earlier MS, 2.12 . Let p3
be an odd prime number, and n an even positive integer, and let F, F be
the fields of order pn, pn r2, respectively. We consider first a group DF
with D s F and we repeat the proof of Lemma 9 with F replaced by F.p
Regard F as a vector space of dimension 2 over F, and suppose that the
maps H, K, L: F = F ª F are F-bilinear, and so correspond to 2 = 2
matrices H, K, L over F, with H, K skew-symmetric. Let P*: F ª F be
 . p n r2the trace map defined by P* x s x q x , and suppose that the maps
S, T : F ª F are F-linear; then there are elements s, t g F such that
 .  .  .  .S x s P* xs , T x s P* xt . As in Lemma 9, we see that D is a Camina
 .group if and only if the matrix UMU9 given by 7 is non-singular.
 4We now consider a group D with D s F. Let d , d be a basis of F asF 1 2
 4a vector space over F, and let d , d be the corresponding basis of the1 2
dual space of F-linear maps F ª F. Suppose that the maps H, K, L:
F = F ª F and S, T : F ª F have their projections d H, d K, d L: F = Fi i i
ª F and d S, d T : F ª F determined as above by 2 = 2 matricesi i
H , K , L over F and elements s , t in F. Then every F-linear projectioni i i i i
D ª F is a linear combination d x q d x , with induced matrices given1 1 2 2
 .by 8 . As in the proof of Proposition D, if G is not a Camina group, then
there is a subgroup N of index p in D such that DrN is not a Camina
group. Now every subgroup of order p in D is clearly contained in a
unique F-subspace of dimension 1, and a dual argument shows that every
subgroup of index p in D contains a unique F-subspace of codimension 1,
so there is a F-linear projection D ª F giving a non-Camina group.
Hence a necessary and sufficient condition for D to be a Camina group is
 .that the matrix UMU9 given by 7 be non-singular whenever x , x are not1 2
both 0.
We can construct such a matrix as follows. Let ax3 q bx2 q cx q d be
an irreducible cubic polynomial over F, and take
0 yh
h 0M s with h s ax q bx , k s cx q dx .1 2 1 2
0 yk 0
k 0
We also take t s s s 1, t s s s 0, so that1 2 2 1
x 0 x 01 2U s . /0 x 0 x1 2
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Then
0 ym 3 2 2 3UMU9 s with m s ax q bx x q cx x q dx ,1 1 2 1 2 2 /m 0
and the fact that ax3 q bx2 q cx q d is irreducible means that m / 0
whenever x , x are elements of F which are not both 0.1 2
Remark. It follows from the above example that the criterion of Propo-
sition D can be satisfied with m s n, while Lemma 5 implies that we must
have m - 3nr2. We do not know whether there is a Camina p-group G of
< < 2 n n < < 3n r2class 3 with GrG9 s p and p - G - p .3
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